The format of the project file and the templet file was modified. Because of that, the project which was drawn up with new version becomes not be able to use with old version. With the bit rate calculation tub of project wizard, it tried to be able to appoint DVD-DL to type of media. With the MPEG system multiplexer, mux_rate (multiplexing rate) was not average bit rate and it tried to record maximum bit rate. Time to completion of output is shortened because of this. It tried to do the indication which in GOP sequence indication with GOP structure of MPEG setting dialogue even with in case of non Closed GOP rule is made MPEG standard. Picture quality at the time of long GOP it improved with MPEG-1. Encoding quality of the still picture scene it improved. MPEG encoding with the GOP structure which consists of only I and the B picture was improved. While encoding at the time of multithread operation use, the fact that error occurs rarely was corrected. Clicking the cancellation button in the audio codec selective picture of AVI/WAVE output, again, it corrected the fact that the selective picture is indicated. When the contents which are already registered to the templet with quantization queue are registered with alias, the fact that it becomes not be able to delete the templet which is registered was corrected. When with compilation of quantization queue templet name pushes the deletion button at the time of blank, the fact that memory access violation occurs was corrected. When it tries that contents of the file probably will read the file of zero data entirely, the problem which has the fact that it stops resetting long haul control was corrected. When the AVI file which is written out with TMPGEnc is played back with WMP with the fact that it comes out the "illegitimate file" was corrected midway


